In this theoretical study we analyze contrast transfer of weak-phase objects in a transmission electron microscope, which is equipped with an aberration corrector (CS-corrector) in the imaging lens system and a physical phase plate in the back focal plane of the objective lens. For a phase shift of Π/2 between scattered and unscattered electrons induced by a physical phase plate, the sine-type phase contrast transfer function is converted into a cosine-type function. Optimal imaging conditions could theoretically be achieved if the phase shifts caused by the objective lens defocus and lens aberrations would be equal zero. In reality this situation is difficult to realize because of residual aberrations and varying, non-zero local defocus values, which in general result from an uneven sample surface topography. We explore the conditions -i.e. range of CS-values and defocusfor most favourable contrast transfer as a function of the information limit, which is only limited by the effect of partial coherence of the electron wave in CS-corrected transmission electron microscopes. Under high-resolution operation conditions we find that a physical phase plate improves strongly low-and medium-resolution object contrast, while improving tolerance to defocus and CS-variations, compared to a microscope without a phase plate.
INTRODUCTION
The resolution and interpretability of transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images have been hampered for decades by the strong aberrations of magnetic electron lenses. In particular the spherical aberration has been the dominant resolution-limiting aberration. The most severe consequence of spherical aberration is the strong dependence of the induced phase shifts on the spatial frequency, which results in the delocalization of image information and therefore impedes intuitive interpretability of high-resolution TEM images. Based on the idea of Scherzer [1] and the theoretical concept of Rose [2] , Haider et al. [3] realized the first double-hexapole aberration corrector for short C S -corrector -which allows correction of the spherical aberration as well as other aberrations. With the successful implementation of the C S -corrector a new generation of transmission electron microscopes with unprecedented resolution and imaging capabilities has meanwhile emerged. With the availability of the C S -corrector, the spherical aberration coefficient C S can be considered as a second tuneable parameter in addition to the objective lens defocus to optimize image contrast and resolution of the microscope. Lentzen et al. [4] recognized that it is not useful to shift the first zero of the phase contrast transfer function significantly beyond the information limit and derived an optimum combination of C S -value and defocus at which the point resolution for phase-contrast imaging is close to the information limit. These parameters can be considered to yield optimum contrast in a sense that a large interval of spatial frequencies is transmitted with a large phase shift without oscillation of the contrast transfer function. The imaging conditions of aberration-corrected imaging are very often optimized to obtain highest resolution, generally at the cost of strong phase contrast information at intermediate and low spatial frequencies. Important alternative techniques for imaging at highest resolution without diminishing object contrast at lower resolution are off-axis electron holography [5, 6] and through focus series [7, 8] . These techniques require special experimental arrangements and additional numerical processing of image data to retrieve the true projected phase shifting potential of the object, however, these techniques have been applied most successfully over the recent years. Holography has the additional advantage to allow quantitative imaging, i.e. the direct measurement of the relative phase shifts is possible.
A rather novel possibility to image objects at highest resolution and optimal phase contrast over the whole resolution range has been made available most recently by the development of physical phase plates. Such phase shifting devices can be placed in the back focal plane of the objective lens or any other conjugate diffraction plane. In analogy to Zernikes π/4 phase plate in light microscopy [9] , a relative phase shift of 90
• between scattered and axial electrons leads then to a substantial contrast enhancement in TEM images. Several concepts for physical phase plates for transmission electron microscopes were realized recently. The Zernike-type phase plate of Danev and Nagayama [10] consists of a thin amorphous carbon film with a small hole in the center where the unscattered electrons propagate without additional phase shift, whereas the phase shift of the scattered arXiv:1009.4038v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 21 Sep 2010 electrons is determined by the thickness of the carbon film. An electrostatic Boersch phase plate [11] was fabricated by our group [12] and also by Huang et al. [13] , in both cases implementing designs of Matsumoto and Tonomura [14] and Majorovits and Schrder [15] . The electrostatic drift-tube phase plate of Cambie et al. [16] is based on a different, two-electrode design. For weakphase objects, optimum phase contrast is achieved for a relative phase shift φ pp = π/2 between scattered and axial electrons. For the electrostatic Boersch phase plate and the electrostatic drift tube the applied electric potential can be considered as another tuneable parameter for optimizing image information. It was shown in a theoretical study by Lentzen [17] that a C S -corrector could be tuned to approximate a Zernike-type phase plate where a constant phase shift for a maximum interval of spatial frequencies can be obtained to optimize high-resolution phase contrast. However, only small phase shifts are achieved for small C S -values at low and intermediate spatial frequencies, which results in vanishing phase contrast for large-and medium-scale object features of weakphase objects. The frequency dependence of contrast of a "Lentzen phase plate" is thus completely different from the uniform contrast transfer of a physical phase plate, which therefore may prove to be the ideal electron-optical device to improve contrast at any given resolution. In the present work we discuss the prospects to optimize contrast transfer by combining Cs-correction and a physical phase plate in a transmission electron microscope. Two model microscopes characterized by information limits of 0.12 nm and 0.05 nm will be considered. We show that the imaging conditions for phase contrast obtained by applying a physical phase plate are relating defocus and residual lens aberration in a similar way as for more conventional imaging. It will become obvious that contrast transfer is significantly improved by the implementation of a phase plate. We show that this is the case for both, the idealised field-only phase plate and our current miniaturized structure of the physical phase plate. We will also analyse the robustness of high-resolution imaging conditions with respect to variations of the objective lens defocus and C S .
PHASE CONTRAST THEORY
The following discussion is based on the concept of the phase contrast transfer function (PCTF), which is commonly used to describe contrast transfer for weakphase objects and resolution in transmission electron microscopy. The coherent PCTF is given by sin(χ) which contains the aberration function
with Z denoting the objective lens defocus, u the spatial frequency and λ the electron wavelength. Scherzer [18] derived an optimum defocus , which allows transmission of a wide interval of spatial frequencies with a nearly constant phase shift. The resolution for Z Sch , i.e. the 1st zero of the phase contrast transfer function, is characterized by a spatial frequency u Sch = 1.52(C S λ 3 ) −1/4 . Contrast transfer in TEM is limited by the partial coherence of the electron wave, which can be described by envelope functions for partial temporal coherence E t and partial spatial coherence E S given by Eqs. (2,3)
The information limit is defined by the spatial frequency, where the product E S · E t falls below the noise level given by e −1/2 = 0.136 . The calculations in the following are performed for a 200 keV transmission electron microscope with an information limit of 0.12 nm (denoted as microscope 1) and a 300 keV microscope (microscope 2) with an information limit of 0.05 nm. Microscope 1 can be considered as a state-of-the-art C S -corrected microscope whereas microscope 2 corresponds to a high-end microscope, which may be nevertheless available in the near future. To adjust the information limit, the defocus spread ∆ Z was set at 4 nm for microscope 1 and 0.8 nm for microscope 2. An illumination angle α of 1 mrad was chosen.
Transmission Electron Microscope with CS-Corrector
For a C S -corrected transmission electron microscope Scherzer resolution is only limited by the information limit of the instrument. However, Lentzen et al. [4] recognized that it is not useful to extend the first zero of the PCTF significantly beyond the information limit because extremely small C S -values lead to a large interval with vanishing phase contrast at small and intermediate spatial frequencies. They derived optimum C S -and Z-values for high phase contrast and low delocalization by equating Scherzer and Lichte defocus
The optimum values C S,opt and Z opt are given by Eqs.(4,5):
Moreover, Jia et al. [19] showed that negative C S,opt values with the corresponding positive Z opt lead to a contrast reversal of atoms from dark to bright in thin specimens and a strong contrast enhancement compared to positive C S values. The bright-atom contrast results from the sign reversal of the phase shift imposed by the objective. Image simulations demonstrate that the strong contrast enhancement for negative C S -values is correlated with the effects of nonlinear image formation.
Transmission Electron Microscope with a Physical
Phase Plate
In the following, contrast transfer for a microscope with a physical phase plate inserted in the back focal plane -but without C S -corrector -is considered. The aberration function χ is now complemented by an additional phase shift φ pp induced by the phase plate.
Assuming an additional phase shift φ pp = π/2 converts the sine-type PCTF into a cosine-type function. This results in an improved contrast transfer at low and medium spatial frequencies. Danev and Nagayama [10] calculated the optimum defocus for φ pp = π/2 given by Eq. (7) Z Sch,pp = −0.73 C S λ
using the same criteria as Scherzer. The corresponding Scherzer resolution is given by Eq.(8)
which is slightly worse than the original Scherzer resolution u Sch .
Transmission Electron Microscope with a Physical Phase Plate and CS-Corrector
The considerations in this section apply to a transmission electron microscope with C S -corrector, which is also equipped with a phase plate in the back focal plane of the objective lens. We assume an ideal phase plate without obstructing bars, which are nevertheless part of the design of electrostatic phase plates [12, 13, 15, 16] , or coherence loss due to inelastic scattering in the case of a Zernike-type phase plate [10] .
To illustrate the improvement of contrast transfer, PCTFs without and with an ideal phase plate are plotted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 . The PCTF for microscope 1 without phase plate in Fig. 1(a) is calculated with C S,opt = 36.5 µm and Z opt = -11.1 nm according to Eqs. (4, 5) . The corresponding parameters for microscope 2 ( Fig. 1(b) ) are C S,opt = 1.9 µm and Z opt = -2.2 nm. Figs. 1(a,b) contain the coherent PCTF (dotted lines) and the product E t · E S (bold black lines) in addition to the PCTF (dashed gray lines). The PCTFs for the C S -corrected instruments coincide with the damping envelopes from intermediate to high spatial frequencies but it decreases towards zero at lower spatial frequencies. In contrast, perfect coincidence of the PCTF and the envelope functions can be realized for a microscope with a phase plate -independent of the particular instrumentfor the whole spectrum up to the information limit by setting C S = 0 µm, Z = 0 nm and φ pp = π/2 which implies sin(φ pp ) = 1.
However, these ideal conditions can be adjusted only with a finite accuracy, which depends on the measurement precision for C S , Z and φ pp . A further limitation is given by the topography of the exit surface of the sample, which determines the local defocus value. As a consequence, deviations of the spherical aberration coefficient ∆C S and defocuses ∆Z from the ideal values have to be analyzed with respect to maintaining optimum contrast transfer. We note already here that perfect coincidence of the PCTF and the envelope functions can be only obtained for very small C S values. The following considerations yield estimates for Z, up to which (almost) perfect coincidence of the PCTF with the envelope functions can be obtained if the C S values are small enough. For a phase shift φ pp = π/2 the first two maxima of the PCTF are situated at u 1 = 0nm −1 and u 2 = − 2Z C S λ 2 with a local minimum at u min = − Z C S λ 2 in between, if Z and Cs have opposite sign. Optimized contrast transfer can be expected for the defocus value Z 1 given by Eq. (9) where the 2nd maximum of the PCTF coincides with the information limit
In the following we assume an adjustment precision ∆C S = ±1µm for microscope 1 which can be well achieved by today's C S -correctors [20] . For the high-end microscope 2 we adopt ∆C S = ±0.1µm. Setting accordingly C S = 1µm for microscope 1 and C S = 0.1µm for microscope 2 to the limit of these adjustment tolerances, the PCTFs are plotted in Fig. 2(a,b) for microscope 1 with Z 1 = −0.2nm and microscope 2 with Z 1 = −0.12nm. Under these conditions, the deviation between the PCTF and envelope functions is indeed negligible. Although the defocus values Z 1 may be too small to be set precisely (also due to variations of the exit surface topography of the sample), a certain interval of defocus values ∆Z can be admitted for which almost perfect conditions are maintained. The width of this interval depends on C S and the information limit of the microscope as will be demonstrated later in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . The effect of larger Z on the PCTF is illustrated in Figs. 2(c,e) for microscope 1 with Z = -2.0 nm and Z = -5 nm and in Figs. 2(d,f) with Z = -0.45 nm and Z= -1.0 nm for microscope 2. The deviation of the PCTFs from the envelope functions is still relatively small but we observe a zero transition of the PCTF for the largest underfocus values in Figs. 2(e,f) and correspondingly negative values of PCTF at higher spatial frequency u. This corresponds to a reversal of the sign of the phase shift imposed by the objective lens, which is undesirable because information from a weak-phase object within this interval of spatial frequencies would be visible with reversed (dark) contrast in the image as opposed to bright contrast for information with smaller spatial frequencies.
As a measure for phase contrast transfer we introduce the integral of the PCTF up to the information limit
We note that the integration is only carried out up to the first zero of the PCTF if it is situated at smaller spatial frequencies than the information limit to avoid contrast reversal. The value of the integral given by Eq. (10) is compared to the ideal case for a microscope with phase plate (PP), which is represented by
To estimate the range of defocus values ∆Z and ∆C S for high phase contrast, we consider the reduction of PC with respect to PCid, which is defined by
. Examples of PCTFs for a 5 % reduction of PC with respect to P C id are depicted in Figs. 2(c,d) . For a microscope without PP, where PC never reaches P C id , the deviation of the phase contrast is measured with respect to the value of PC at the Lentzen parameters given by Eqs. (4,5) denoted as P C len , i.e. P C len −P C P C l en . Apart from phase contrast transfer, delocalisation is another important property to consider for the image quality. The delocalisation R is given by the maximum of the derivative of χ [21]
It is apparent that R has the same dependence on C S and Z for a PP microscope and a non-PP microscope, because the derivatives of χ are in both cases the same. The colour-coded plots in Fig. 3 show the PC values for microscope 1 with (Fig. 3(a) ) and without PP (Fig.  3(b) ) as well as for microscope 2 with (Fig. 3(c) ) and without PP (Fig. 3(d) ). The colour scale is identical in plots for the same microscope to visualize the differences of PC with and without PP. As expected, the PC values for microscopes without PP reach only about 60 % of P C id . We note already here that the loss of information due to the electrode structure amounts to at most 8 % for microscope 1 and 3 % for microscope 2 depending on the objective lens properties (focal length) and the electron wavelength, which still leaves considerably stronger phase contrast for a PP microscope. The parameter ranges encircled by the black lines in Figs. 3(a,c) mark C S -and Z-values with a 5 % and 10 % reduction with respect to P C id . For the non-PP microscopes, the optimal Lentzen-parameter settings and its corresponding P C len , indicated by the arrows in Figs. 3(b,d) , do not represent the maximum achievable PC value. Therefore, the black lines in Figs. 3(b,d) mark parameters with 0.9, 0.95, 1.05 and 1.1 P C len . The white lines denote the parameters for a delocalisation, which is expected for Lentzen parameters in a non-PP microscope. Fig. 3(a) shows that a large range of C S -values and ∆Z ≈ 4nm for only 5 % reduction with respect to P C id and delocalisation smaller than R len . ∆C S and ∆Z are symmetrical with respect to the origin of the coordinate system for φ pp = π/2. Fig. 3(b) shows the case for a non-PP microscope in the sector for negative Z and positive C S . The plot is symmetrical to positive Z and negative C S values. If we allow a 5 % reduction of PC with respect to P C len and require the delocalisation to be at least as small as R len , the area (shaded areas in Fig. 3 ) enclosed by the intersecting white and black lines define the range of suitable microscope parameters. The maximum defocus range here is only ∆Z ≈ 1.4nm. As expected, the tolerances for microscope 2 are far more stringent both with (Fig. 3(c) ) and without PP (Fig. 3(d) ). We emphasize here another benefit of a PP microscope: The minimum delocalization of image information coincides with optimized conditions around C S = 0 µm and Z = 0 nm.
Since only few objects are pure weak-phase objects we finally discuss objects, which also provide amplitude contrast. Phase contrast in a PP microscope behaves like amplitude contrast in a non-PP instrument and vice versa. For φ pp = +π/2 amplitude contrast is transferred with a sin-type transfer function which means suppression of amplitude information with low and intermediate spatial frequencies. To obtain both amplitude and phase contrast, a pair of images with the same defocus Z and φ pp = +π/2 and φ pp = 0 can be recorded from which the image can be reconstructed by complex reconstruction [22] . The reconstruction algorithm can be described schematically in the following way: The Fouriertransformed images with phase plate F(I pp ) and without PP (F(I bright )) correspond to the Fourier-transformed object function FO which is modulated with sin χ or cos χ
The complex summation of these images I complex = I bright + i · I pp yields the expression
The object information O can be retrieved dividing the Fourier-transform by the complex CTF and an inverse Fourier transformation.
High-Resolution TEM with a Phase Plate
While the required tolerances ∆C S are easily met, the value of ∆Z may be limiting for practical work. Whether optimized conditions can be achieved, depends on the precision at which Z can be adjusted. This will not be a limitation for microscope 1 because the interval ∆Z ≈ 4 nm for a 5 % reduction of PC well exceeds the focusing accuracy. We can also assume that a future high-end microscope 2 will provide adequate focusing precision and stability. However, ∆Z also limits the field of view due to the surface topography of the specimen, which can be studied under optimized conditions. Fig. 4 shows the tolerances ∆Z as a function of u inf for microscope 1 and 2 with and without PP. ∆Z decreases strongly reaching values below 1 nm at u inf > 10 nm −1 for a non-PP microscope. This demands a high perfection of the sample-surface topography, which will strongly limit the field of view to be imaged under optimized conditions. The respective u inf for a PP microscope is well beyond 15 nm −1 permitting a larger field of view and rougher sample-surface topography at same resolution. In both cases microscope 2 shows a small advantage compared to microscope 1, i.e. the parameter intervals slightly benefit from higher acceleration voltages.
Experimental data from phase plate imaging show, that the weak-lens approximation holds for Boersch phase plates with electrode diameters around 1.5 µm [23] . Size reduction of the electrode structure is desirable because the range of spatial frequencies, which are not transmitted, could be reduced. However, for a smaller electrode diameter of 1.1 µm the phase shift for different electrode voltages revealed an u 2 -dependent distribution. Such a phase shift can be interpreted according to Eq. (6) as an additional defocus resulting from a finite focal length of the Boersch phase plate. While the effect may be small for uncorrected microscopes, it has to be considered for the case of C S -correction, which is sensitive to very small defocus changes. Fig. 4 shows that the defocus windows ∆Z is reduced with increasing information limit and even a small defocus change by the phase plate cannot be neglected any longer. However, the observed electron deflection by the ring electrode does not impede the use of a Boersch phase plate for high-resolution TEM. The effect can be compensated when calculating the optimum defocus of the objective lens by considering the additional defocus.
Until now the influence of C 5 was neglected in our considerations. With current C S -corrected microscopes C 5 , if uncompensated, is below 10 mm [24] and does not affect phase contrast up to an information limit of 0.07 nm [25] . For future correctors, which will allow higher resolution, the influence of C 5 can no longer be neglected. (10)) with respect to the ideal case PC id (Eq. (11)) for a PP microscope and a 5 % reduction with respect to PC len for a non PP microscope plotted as a function of the information limit with phase plate (gray lines) and comparison to the case without phase plate (black lines).
The aberration function is then given by Eq. (16)
To estimate the influence of C 5 in phase plate application, we use the phase contrast integral Eq.(10). We find that the influence is negligible up to an information limit of 0.083 nm (i.e. less then 1 % change of the integral with C 5 = 10 mm). This means that imaging with a phase plate is slightly more sensitive to C 5 than without a phase plate. For microscope 2 we assumed that C 5 is corrected to a value below 0.2 mm. All preceding calculations implied φ pp = +π/2. Since the phase shift induced by the phase plate dominates the overall phase shift at small C S -and Z-values according to Eq.(6), a positive PCTF is obtained in contrast to a negative PCTF for C S > 0 and Z ¡ 0 without phase plate (see Figs. 1(a,b) ). With respect to the work of Jia et al. [19] , imaging with a PP microscope and φ pp = π/2 would correspond to negative C S -imaging with bright atom contrast whereas φ pp = −π/2 would correspond to dark atom contrast. This situation can be realized with an electrostatic phase plate if the transmitted electrons are decelerated with respect to the scattered electrons. The choice between negative and positive phase shift is inherent to electrostatic phase plates while it is not for a Nagayama-type Zernike phase plate, which accelerates the electrons due to the positive mean inner potential of the amorphous carbon film. We therefore would expect bright atom contrast for a Zernicke phase plate where the scattered electrons are accelerated by the mean inner potential of the amorphous carbon film.
Obstruction of information due to phase plate structure
The Boersch phase plate requires a ring-electrode structure fixed by supporting bars, which leads to obstruction of information. Information loss can be reduced, if the electrode is supported by bars, which are arranged in a three-fold symmetry. It was shown by Majorovits et al. [23] that this particular geometry provides optimized single-sideband transfer for spatial frequencies otherwise obstructed by the supporting bars. However, the electrode structure cannot be removed. Even for the Zernike phase plate, which consists of an amorphous carbon film with a hole in its center, the electrons representing information at very low spatial frequencies -and which therefore pass the phase shifting film in its central hole -do not experience a phase shift. The range of these spatial frequencies is determined by the diameter of the transmitted beam, the wavelength and the focal length of the objective lens. We can relate the spatial frequency u in Fourier space with the radius r in the back focal plane in real space and the focal length f of the objective lens by Eq. (17)
Recent prototypes of such a Boersch phase plate fabricated by our group show an inner diameter of approximately 1 µm and outer diameter of the electrode ring of 2.7 µm. For a typical 200 keV microscope with a focal length of the objective lens f = 3 mm such a geometry will block information starting at the spatial frequency u e = 0.18 nm −1 (i.e. object features larger in size than 5.56 nm). Electrons passing through the inner hole will not be enhanced in phase contrast and therefore will not transfer much information if the specimen is a weak-phase object. The amount of PC blocked by the electrode is 8% for microscope 1, while the percentage decreases with increasing information limit. In the case of microscope 2 it is less then 3 %. Although further reduction of the electrode structure is possible, there will be limits for the outer diameter of the electrode. Another route to minimize obstruction is the magnification of the back focal plane by a transfer doublet and the positioning of the phase plate in the magnified diffraction plane. This will extend effectively the focal length of the objective lens by a factor M = 5-10, and therefore the same electrode will only block information corresponding to object features larger than 28-56 nm.
CONCLUSIONS
A physical phase plate inserted into the back focal plane of a transmission electron microscope will allow superior phase contrast for weak-phase objects compared to conventional transmission electron microscopes. With suitable microscope parameters it is possible to obtain almost perfect coincidence of the phase contrast transfer function with the envelope function for partial temporal coherence even for future highly aberration-corrected microscopes. Ranges of optimal C S -and Z-values are given for the best possible transfer, which depend on the information limit of the microscope. As a result of the small values of C S and the related small defocuses (in-focus phase contrast) a negligible contrast delocalization is achieved. In contrast to the conventional phase contrast imaging the in-focus phase contrast will provide strong and localized object contrast over the entire resolution range directly in one single image of the sample. This is most important for beam-sensitive samples, such as native biological samples under cryo-conditions, but will be of similar importance for materials science e.g. in the case of polymers. Other high-contrast / highresolution imaging techniques, e.g. through focus series, need in general a larger electron dose and may therefore not be applicable. It should also be noted that the effective field of interpretable view increases for in-focus phase contrast imaging: Delocalization of object information in images of a through focus series cannot be compensated numerically at the border of the recorded images, i.e. a non-interpretable area remains at the edge of the image with a width, which is typically of the order of the contrast delocalization due to defocusing. Strong phase contrast at very low spatial frequencies and simultaneous high-resolution imaging over a large field of view will therefore better be obtained with phase plate mediated in-focus phase contrast. While C 5 has limited effect on phase contrast for todays microscopes, it will become important to correct its value, especially when using a physical phase plate in a microscope with an information limit below 0.083 nm. The imaging of samples with a physical phase plate will also allow high-resolution imaging for a wider spread of defocus, i.e. rougher samplesurface topography. To take full advantage of phase contrast imaging by means of a Boersch phase plate a further size reduction of the phase plate structure or a magnification of the back focal plane is required. An interesting -and so far not conclusively studied -effect is the phase contrast of objects, which are strongly interacting with the electron beam and show large phase shifts of scattered electrons. Off-axis electron holography has been the state-of-the-art method to visualize such large phase shifting potentials, since it allows direct measurements of -in principle -arbitrarily large phase shifts. Physical phase plates in contrast rely in their basic mechanism on small relative phase shifts between scattered and unscattered electrons. Nevertheless, recently available in-focus phase contrast images of thick objects [26, 27] demonstrate that physical phase plates improve object contrast and signal localization for these samples as well. Further theoretical and experimental work will be necessary to
